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Introduction
This is the eighth time that unit 4 of the specification has been examined. The assessment
structure mirrors that of other units in the specification, consisting of 10 multiple
choice questions, a number of short answer questions and some longer, less structured
questions. As an A2 assessment unit synoptic elements are incorporated into this paper.
There is a significant link to the mechanics of unit 1 and that is where the synoptic elements
tend to come from.
Candidates again found this paper more accessible and were able to attempt all of the
questions knowing the topic of physics that was being examined. Even where candidates
failed to score marks due to lack of detail or the use of imprecise language, their answers
were still relevant to the question being asked. Candidates were able to apply their
knowledge to a variety of styles of examination questions. Since this is an A2 paper,
candidates should show progression from AS and this is shown in the more difficult content
of the A2 specification and also in the demands of the questions. In this paper, candidates
were required to add to diagrams or draw circuits in several questions. Marks were often
lost due to poorly drawn diagrams. Candidates should be encouraged to use a ruler
whenever possible such as in drawing the electric field between parallel plates (Question
15). Full marks could be obtained for a free-hand drawing but candidates who used a ruler
were more likely to draw straight, parallel and equispaced lines. In Question 13(c) many
of the candidates realised that because of the increased proton number the force acting
on the alpha particle would be greater and so the paths would be different. After an initial
separation of the particle paths, some candidates then went on to draw the ends of the
particle paths as parallel lines which is incorrect.
We often ask candidates to interpret the paths of particles but this paper showed that
they need more practise in drawing the paths. There is still a need for candidates to make
more effort to learn definitions, in this case conservation of momentum. Candidates need
to read the questions carefully and think about the context and also remind themselves of
the context as they work through the question. In the main, calculations were well done
although many struggled with the current calculation in Question 14(c)(ii). Candidates
need to remember that at A2 level, some of the questions can have a synoptic element
and in this unit that is most likely to be from the AS mechanics. Question 15 required the
candidates to realise that there were two equal and opposite forces, and in Question 17 to
calculate an initial speed using a given stopping distance and time.
The multiple choice questions in Section A were on the whole more straightforward than in
previous papers with A grade candidates often scoring 10 marks and E grade candidates
scoring about 7 marks.
Question

Topic

% correct

1
2
3

Nuclear structure
Magnetic force on a charged particle
Graphical variation of electric field
strength and plate separation.
Angular velocity
Energy equations
Conversion of MeV/c2 to kg
Identification of particle tracks
Centripetal force
Cyclotron
Use of de Broglie wavelength

94
77
82

Most common
incorrect response
A
D

94
89
82
75
87
61
88

C
D
D
D
B
D

4
5
6
7
8
9
10
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Question 11
This question was fairly straightforward with the most common marks being 2 and 3. Most
candidates got the direction correct but only about half drew a larger radius. The most common
error in explaining the direction was to say that the anti-helium was negative without making
the comparison to the proton being positive. A fair number of candidates quoted the formula r
= p/BQ but few went on to calculate the factor of two. There were several errors in reading the
question such as assuming that the path of an anti-proton was asked for or not starting the path
at X. Others assumed that the particles arrive together and annihilated since they were matter
and antimatter.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate has drawn the path correctly, scoring both
diagram marks, also identifying that the charges are opposite
hence the direction. Although the mass is identified as being
4 times bigger the candidate had not referred to the equation
which determines the radius of a particle in a magnetic field.

Examiner Tip

This is a descriptive type question where an explanation is
needed in terms of an equation. Always think if there is an
equation that might help to answer the question.

Examiner Comments

A common answer that scored 2 marks for the direction of the
path and opposite charge. This candidate acknowledged that the
drawing is an anti-proton.
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Examiner Comments

This candidate came so close to scoring all 5 marks. All of the
detail is there but instead of saying the radius is twice as big,
merely says that it is greater and so does not get the 5th mark.
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Question 12 (a)
Most candidates correctly identified at least 3 of the strange mesons. The catch was not to
include the strange anti-strange meson and quite a few candidates did include it. However,
many candidates scored well on this question with over 60% of candidates scoring 4 or 5
marks. The most common error was not in the selection of the mesons but in working out
the charge and strangeness of these mesons. The properties of the quarks will always be
given to candidates but they are expected to be able to work out, from the data given, the
properties of an antiparticle. The other common mistakes were to include e in the charge
boxes when it is provided in the heading and to omit the + sign from positive values of
charge and strangeness.

Examiner Comments

The strange anti-strange meson has been included and there is an error
in finding the charge of the up antistrange quark. This scored 2 marks.

Examiner Comments

The + signs have been omitted but everything
else was correct. There was a loss of 1 mark
only so this scored 3 marks.

Examiner Tip

In particle physics all non zero values
should have either a + or a - sign in front
of them. It is not assumed that 1 means
+1.
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Examiner Comments

An example of a 4 mark answer.
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Question 12 (b)
50% of candidates scored the mark with the most popular response being mass followed
by lifetime and then decay products. Because this was an unusual question we did allow
candidates who gave more than one option, some of which were wrong but which did
include a correct response, to score the mark. This is not usual policy and candidates should
be discouraged from writing a list when only one factor is required. Quite a few candidates
missed the point of the question and wrote at length about how the particle could not be
detected in a bubble chamber.

Examiner Comments

A common response which doesn't answer the question.

Examiner Comments

Another wrong answer that doesn't answer the question but
explains why there is zero charge.

Examiner Tip

Don't waste time writing an answer that doesn't answer
the question.
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Question 13 (a)
Considering how many times this has been examined in the past, it is always surprising
how many candidates do not score well with only 56% scoring both marks. In (i) we were
looking for an answer which told us that the particle were undeflected or went straight
through. There were many imprecise answers such as ‘the other side of the foil’ or ‘in
a straight line’. Others tried to use angles e.g. 0 -10º without defining where they were
measuring the angles from. Poor answers in (ii) were ‘the atom has a lot of free space’ or
‘there is a lot of space in an atom’.

Question 13 (b)
Only 23% of candidates scored both marks; the most common error was to say that all
of the charge is in the nucleus. Also, although the nucleus does have a high density, just
saying that the nucleus is dense is not the same as saying that all of the mass of the atom
is in the nucleus.

Examiner Comments

Saying that the nucleus is small and dense does not tell us that
most of the mass of the atom is in the nucleus.

Examiner Comments

A slip which lost a mark. I am sure the
candidate meant to say that the mass of the
atom is concentrated into......... This scored 1
mark for the nucleus being charged.
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Examiner Tip

Read your answer!

Examiner Comments

This scored no marks. Rutherford's experiment established that
the nucleus was charged not that it was positive. He repeated
the experiment with beta particles and got similar results. We
treat as neutral references to positive but the word charge/
charged must be used to score the mark.
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Question 13 (c)
Most candidates scored reasonably well in this section with 55% scoring 4 or 5 marks but
careless errors and poor diagrams lost marks.
(i) Although many did score the mark for naming the force, the most common wrong
answer was ‘repulsion/repulsive’ followed by strong nuclear force (which is not on the
specification).
(ii) Too often the force was drawn acting on the nucleus and not on the alpha particle.
(iii) Again, candidates need to read the question which asked them to draw a path of an
alpha particle starting at the same place as the one in the diagram. Many didn’t do this.
Many candidates did not think about the overall result and that a metal with a greater
proton number would result in a greater deflection. Many candidates started their deflection
too late and ended up with paths that did not diverge.

Examiner Comments

This scored the marks for the force arrow but the paths of the particles
are parallel instead of diverging so a mark was lost here.
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Examiner Comments

This scores the marks for the path but the force is acting on the
nucleus so a mark is lost here.
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Question 14 (a) (i)
There were some very good circuits, with clear standard symbols, using rulers. However,
there were also a lot of sloppily drawn diagrams with components, often the switch, missing
despite the question telling them which components to use. A common error was to draw a
charging /discharging circuit with a two way switch where the capacitor charged without the
resistor being included. It is expected that at A2 candidates know the standard symbols but
we did accept some non-standard symbols if they were labelled. A circle with a Ω in it is a
symbol for an ohmmeter and so this is not acceptable as a symbol for a resistor.

Examiner Comments

There is an expectation that at A2 candidates know that voltmeters are connected in parallel.

Examiner Comments

A common wrong answer. A circuit
which many candidates are familiar with
but not appropriate for this question.
It did score the mark for the voltmeter
being in parallel.

14
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Examiner Tip

The question was about how the potential
difference across the capacitor varied as it was
charging. The circuit drawn would have led to
the capacitor being instantly charged.

Examiner Comments

An example of a circuit scoring both marks.
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Question 14 (a) (ii)
A very large number of candidates scored nothing here because they think dataloggers
are more accurate or precise and many thought they were useful in this case because
they eliminate human reaction time when stopping and starting a stopwatch, which is not
the case in this type of experiment. A common given advantage was that it would plot
the graph which somehow implies that humans can’t plot a graph. Credit was given for it
plots the graph automatically. Some candidates seem to think that a datalogger records
readings continuously rather than at short time intervals. Many of the candidates have
misconceptions about dataloggers.

Question 14 (b) (c)
Although only 10% of candidates scored all 9 marks, over 70% of candidates scored 4 or
more marks.
(b) Generally well done; there were issues with powers of ten for some candidates, and a
few candidates could not rearrange the equation.
(c)(i) This was more straightforward than some candidates realised. Having been asked
to find the total charge, the use of the word average should have triggered that this was
a charge/time calculation. Apart from the power of ten errors again the common wrong
answer was to find the area under the graph. It is to be assumed that they did this without
thinking that potential difference x time does not equal current.
(c)(ii) The question clearly asked candidates to estimate the initial rate of increase of
potential difference, i.e. draw a tangent at t= 0. Many did not draw a tangent or drew one
at about t= 3 s. Because it is difficult to draw a tangent at t= 0 a wide range of possible
gradients was accepted. Some candidates also failed to convert the ms to s. Quite a few
candidates who did get a gradient within range, just could not work out how to get a current
and so left their answer as the gradient. It was this part of the question where most marks
were lost.
(c)(iii) Candidates could score both marks if they used their answer to (ii) with 5 V. Quite a
few candidates who did not score well in (ii) gained both marks in this section.

16
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Examiner Comments

(b) correct: 2 marks.
(c)(i) This was often seen, where the answer was divided by 2.
The candidate presumably thought that the maximum current
has been found because the maximum charge had been used. 1
mark.
(c)(ii) No gradient drawn, candidate has assumed the initial part
of the graph is straight. This allowed 1 mark for the gradient
but the range for the value of resistor was based on candidates
drawing a tangent and not assuming it was straight. 1 mark.
(c)(iii) This candidate has used 5 - 1.4 V. The 1.4 V is the
potential difference used in (ii) so candidate has used a
potential difference and scores 1 mark for 'use of ' the equation
but not the answer mark.
5 marks scored in total.
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Examiner Comments

A model answer, gradient drawn, all calculations correct and all
units included. This scored the full 9 marks.
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Question 15 (a)
This was generally well answered with 63% of candidates scoring 3 marks and 26% scoring
2 marks. Where a mark was lost it was because the spacings were not even or because the
candidate had only drawn the field over part of the region, usually one side or other of the
drop.

Examiner Comments

A model answer scoring all 3 marks.

Examiner Tip

This candidate has used a ruler which ensures that the
lines are straight, parallel and evenly spaced.

Examiner Comments

Not seen often but some candidates thought that the oil drop
would affect the field. This scored 1 mark for the direction of
the field.
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Examiner Comments

Common answer, still scored 2 marks.

22
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Question 15 (b)
81% scored the mark.

Question 15 (c)
Most candidates correctly identified weight/W/mg. Many lost the second mark by failing to
identify the type of upward force. Many referred to it as an attractive force. Interestingly
hardly any referred to it as a repulsive force. Some candidates labelled it as EQ without
defining the symbols.

Examiner Comments

In free body force diagrams there is always a weight force so
we do accept mg or W as a label. However for other forces it is
necessary to use words or, if symbols are used, to define the
symbols.
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Examiner Comments

A common wrong labelling for the electric force. At A2
candidates have studied fields and should appreciate that the
effect of both plates is to create a field which exerts a force on
the oil drop.
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Question 15 (d)
(i) Nearly all candidates converted the 2 cm to 0,02 m and the majority obtained the correct
value for E the electric field strength. Those who did not get the value of E were those who
used 1 cm as the value of d presumably assuming it was the distance of the drop to a plate
rather than the plate separation.
Strong answers then proceeded to find the force on the drop due to this field in terms of Q
and equate it to the weight of the drop. Weaker responses, where candidates perhaps did
not understand the need to use two equations, chose to use E= kQ/r2 which is incorrect.
The formula which had to be used was EQ = mg but that does not appear on the formula
sheet. The key was in the question where they were told that the p.d. is adjusted until the
drop is stationary i.e. balanced forces.
(ii) Most candidates scored 1 mark for realising that they had to divide their answer to (i)
by 1.6 x 10-19C. However, some failed to realise that electrons are quantised and left their
answer as 2.9 electrons. Where mistakes had been made in (i) they often arrived at a
minute fraction of an electron or millions of electrons. Candidates did not seem bothered by
this and made no effort to recheck their earlier work

Examiner Comments

A model answer, well laid out with equations written in symbols
and numbers.
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.

Examiner Comments

This candidate has understood the physics and is using the
correct equations but fails to rearrange E = F/Q correctly
losing two marks. This answer then leads to a ridiculously
high number of electrons which is not queried and so only the
'use of’ mark is awarded.
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Question 16 (a)
This question provided excellent discrimination with marks 1, 2 and 3 each being achieved
by about 30% of the candidates. Virtually all candidates realised that this question was
about electromagnetic induction but candidates continue to have many misconceptions
about this topic such as the current being induced in the iron core. Very few candidates
identified that the iron core would become magnetised and/or would increase the magnitude
of the magnetic field that the coil was in. This meant that very few candidates scored the
full 4 marks. Although many candidates had an idea about how this was working, they were
often not specific enough in their language or in the basic physics principles involved. Some
candidates were just regurgitating their notes without addressing the context. For this sort
of question a logical flow of steps is important which is why candidates need to think about
the context and not just write down key words or phrases. We did accept references to flux
cutting but since this was a static situation, candidates should have written about the coil
being in a continuously changing magnetic field.

Examiner Comments

An example that scores all four marks. Since so few candidates
referred to the magnetic effects of the iron core, it was decided
to accept the reference to the core becoming an electromagnet
as sufficient for this paper.
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Examiner Comments

This scored 2 marks and was a typical answer. There was a
stand-alone mark for using the phrase 'induced e.m.f.' which
was awarded, even as in this case, where the induced e.m.f is
in the wrong place.

Examiner Comments

Another common answer where everything the candidate has
said is correct; there is just no mention of the iron core.

28
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Question 16 (b)
54% of candidates scored this mark. Common errors were to say that a direct current does
not produce a magnetic field or to refer to the initial change in magnetic field as the current
is turned on/off. Some candidates merely stated that an e.m.f. needs an alternating field
(true) but did not state that the direct current produces a constant field.

Examiner Comments

The mark is awarded for the first line.

Examiner Comments

A common wrong answer.

Examiner Tip

Think of the physics. (a) was about an induced e.m.f.
which requires a changing magnetic field. All currents
produce a magnetic field but the field of a direct
current is constant which is why the amp-clamp does
not work.
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Question 16 (c)
This was very poorly answered with only 10% of candidates scoring any marks. Most
candidates seem to believe that mains appliances run on DC and that insulation stops
magnetic fields. Currents being too small was another favoured option.

Examiner Comments

Not often seen but this is a model answer scoring both marks.

Examiner Comments

A typical incorrect response.

30
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Examiner Comments

It was rather concerning how many candidates wrote that mains
electricity is DC.
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Question 16 (d)
Candidates found this section very hard, reinforcing the idea that candidates find this topic
difficult. They managed reasonably well in section (a) because it fitted the pattern of similar
questions that have been set in the past and the use of a few key words/phrases meant
that at least some marks were gained. When candidates get to the last part of a question
they should go back and just remind themselves what the question is about. In this case it
is using the amp-clamp to measure the current in a live wire. For (d)(i) we were looking for
the link between measured e.m.f. in coil and current in live wire. Some candidates who did
understand what was being asked did not gain credit because they simply said the current
affects the flux/e.m.f. Faraday’s law was often quoted but not related to the current that
produces the flux. In (d)(ii) we did accept just the idea that a different frequency would
affect the e.m.f. but candidates really did struggle here and were unable to separate out
ideas of current/field/e.m.f. to give logical answers.

Examiner Comments

Very few candidates scored all four marks
but this one did with a clear logical answer
showing an excellent understanding of the
physics.
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Examiner Tip

The stem at the start of a question is
important. As you work through a question,
keep going back and remind yourself of what
the question is about.

Examiner Comments

This response scored 1 mark in each section. In (i) there is no
mention of flux which is what links the current and the e.m.f.
but at least there is understanding of the relationship between
the current and e.m.f.
In (ii) there is realisation that changing the frequency affects
the e.m.f. but there is not enough about the two variables which
affect the e.m.f.
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Question 17 (a)
Only 16% of candidates managed to score both marks for the explanation of conservation
of momentum. A common error was to omit the requirement to have no external forces.
However, for the first marking point a common answer was to say ‘the momentum before
a collision is the same as the momentum after a collision’, with no reference to total/sum
or a system. Candidates should realise that since they have been asked to explain what
conserved means, they should not use it in their answer. ‘Conservation of momentum
means that total momentum is conserved’ does not gain any marks.

Examiner Comments

This scores 2 marks. Although the use of the word collision/
explosion was not insisted on, there did need to be a sense of
an event happening so the use of the words before and after
were sufficient.

Examiner Comments

This scored no marks. There is no sense of an event; this
answer imples that momentum just randomly moves form one
object to another.

Examiner Tip

This is a definition that can be learnt.
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Examiner Comments

A common answer that scores 1 mark.
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Question 17 (b)
This section with a total of 6 marks provided excellent discrimination with a good spread of
candidates over the mark range.
(i) This was the most difficult part of this section with only about half finding the correct
speed. The difficulty was in finding a suvat equation that did not have acceleration in it.
Able candidates used v = s/t to calculate an average speed and then doubled it to get
the initial speed. However, the common wrong answer was to give the average speed
(0.53 m s−1) as the answer.
(ii) Again about half of the candidates got this mark. Some wrote that they assumed the
acceleration was zero which was justification for their answer to (i) but completely wrong in
the context of what was actually happening.
(iii) The majority of candidates scored three marks here. A common mistake was to omit
to add the mass of the pellet to the mass of the car for the momentum after collision. The
majority of candidates who found the speed in (i) to be 0.53 m s−1 used the ‘show that’
value of 1 m s−1, which was sensible. Some candidates did use the 0.53 m s−1 value in their
calculation and this led to a pellet speed of 62 m s−1. If they had left that as their answer
they would have gained 3 marks for an error carried forward. However, having been happy
to get about half the ‘show that’ value for (i), they did not like getting half the ‘show that’
value for (iii) and randomly doubled their answer, thus losing a mark.
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Examiner Comments

A model answer, well laid out, scoring all 6 marks.
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Examiner Comments

(i) A common incorrect answer.
(iii) The candidate has added the mass of the pellet and has
used the 'show that' value, scoring 3 marks. It would have
been better to show the addition of the 2 masses in case of an
arithmetic error.
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Question 17 (c)
(i) Not many candidates really understood why the speed of the car would now be greater.
Most realised that it was to do with momentum and so scored at least one mark. Many
focused on the fact that the pellet was no longer imbedded in the clay and so said that
because the mass was less, the speed was greater. Since the question told candidates that
the car was moving faster, there was not a mark for saying that the momentum of the
car was greater. Even those candidates who realised that the pellet now had a negative
momentum were unable to explain that the pellet had undergone a greater change in
momentum. Some candidates wrongly thought that the second collision was inelastic and
answered this part in terms of energy, scoring no marks.
(ii) This was difficult to explain concisely and although candidates perhaps had an
understanding of why the car would move faster, few were able to express themselves well
enough to gain the mark.

Examiner Comments

(i) A rare example of an answer that scored all 3 marks.
(ii) The idea of horizontal and vertical is there but refers to velocity whereas the answer should
have been in terms of momentum or force so the mark is not awarded.
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Examiner Comments

Bouncing backwards is not sufficient evidence to determine
that a collison is elastic (this was not). This response scores no
marks for (i)
(ii) Angular momentum is not on the specification.
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Examiner Comments

(i)This candidate has the idea of negative momentum but omits
the significant comment about the change in momentum of the
pellet being larger.
(ii) The candidate fails to say that the horizontal component of
momentum would be greater.
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Question 17 (d)
This question was a good test of candidates’ ability to work through an argument in a logical
manner. It required them to realise that the calculations worked backwards from the end
situation and it was only the weakest of students who did not. As ever, care in reading the
question is important; the question said that all calculations were correct and the table of
data had the mass of pendulum and pellet. However quite a few candidates said that the
mass of the pellet had not been used in the calculation and so the calculation was wrong.
For a question like this candidates need to take an overview and think about what is most
important. Some said the KE after impact should be greater because air resistance had not
been accounted for: but for a pendulum starting from rest and rising 22.6 cm, air resistance
is going to be negligible. Most candidates realised that it was not an elastic collision but
they often wanted the difference in KE to have been transferred as sound whereas an
increase in thermal energy is the most significant change. Very few candidates followed the
argument through to the end to say that the KE of the pellet before impact was greater than
0.16J.
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Examiner Comments

This scores 2 marks for the idea of inelastic collision and the statement
in the last line that the KE of the pellet was greater than 0.16J.

Examiner Comments

This scored 3 marks. There is no clear statement that
the energy before collision is greater than 0.16J.
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Paper Summary
Key points to help candidates improve their performance are:
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•

Think carefully before applying the first equation that comes to hand. Some calculations
are multi-stepped. You may have to combine 2 equations so there is not always an
equation on the formula sheet that will enable you to do the calculation in one go.

•

Thoroughly learn key facts and definitions.

•

Read the questions carefully and answer the question that is asked.

•

For context based questions, always think for a moment before starting to answer the
question.

•

For long questions as you move through the various parts, reread the stem of the
question to remind yourself what is says.
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Grade Boundaries
Grade boundaries for this, and all other papers, can be found on the website on this link:
http://www.edexcel.com/iwantto/Pages/grade-boundaries.aspx
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